HEARING OFFICER, CAREER SERVICE BOARD
CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER, COLORADO
Appeal No. 59-14

DECISION MODIFYING TEN-DAY SUSPENSION TO A FOUR-DAY SUSPENSION

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF:
SONYA LEYBA, Appellant.
vs.
DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY, DENVER SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT,
and the City and County of Denver, a municipal corporation. Agency.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Appellant. Deputy Sonya Leyba, appeals her ten-day suspension by the
Denver Sheriff's Department (Agency), from October 13-24, 2014, for alleged violations
of specified Career Service and Agency rules. A two-day hearing concerning this
appeal was conducted by Bruce A. Plotkin, Hearing Officer, on June 2-3, 2015. The
Agency was represented by Rick Stubbs, Assistant City Attorney, while the Appellant
was represented by Ryan Coward, Esq., of Elkus Sisson and Rosenstein LLC. Agency
exhibits 1-10. 16 and 17 were admitted. Appellant' exhibits A. and C-J were admitted.
The Agency called the following witnesses during its case-In-chief: the Appellant;
Deputy Kenneth Kent; Sgt. Byron Shannon; Acting Sheriff Ellas Diggins; Major Gary
Anderson (ret.); Capt. Jaime Kafati; Sgt. Steve Koch; and Civlllan Review Administrator
Shannon Elwell. Appellant presented no additional witness during her case-in-chief. An
unintended llve microphone requires the redaction of the record. 1
II. ISSUES
The following issues were presented for appeal:
A whether the Appellant violated any of the following Career Service Rules: 16-60 A; L2;
orO.;

B. if the Appellant violated any of the aforementioned Career Service Rules, whether
the Agency's decision to suspend her for ten days conformed to the purposes of
dlscipllne under CSR 16-1 O;
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C. whether the Agency's attempted transfer. or later actual transfer of the Appellant
was unlawfully imposed in retaliation for Appellant's report of sexual harassment; and
D. whether the Agency's discipline of Appellant in this case was unlawfully imposed in
retaliation for Appellant's report of sexual harassment.

Ill. FINDINGS
Sonya Leyba has seNed as a deputy sheriff in the Agency for eight years. In 2011
Leyba was assigned to the Court SeNices Division of the Agency under the direct
supeNision of Sgt. Byron Shannon. The Court SeNices Division is responsible for
courtroom security, transportation of inmates from other agencies and jurisdictions, and
conducting hall patrol of Denver's Downtown Detention Center. Deputies generally
prefer assignment to Court SeNices over other assignments. (Leyba testimony).
Sometime in December 2011, Leyba and Shannon had a minor argument about a
matter unrelated to the present case. Shannon ordered Leyba to meet with him and
their supeNisor, Captain Kafati. Leyba brought a representative to the meeting,
Deputy James Gilmore, as is her right. During the meeting, Leyba stated Shannon had
asked her out, the invitations made her uncomfortable, and were unwelcome. After
hearing from Leyba and Shannon, Kafati determined Leyba's allegations were a simple
misunderstanding. and had them shake hands. He took no further action.
On July 27, 2012, Sgt. Shannon was advised that the Director of Corrections and
the members of the Mayor's staff would be making a visit to the facility. Shannon gave
a heads-up to his subordinates who were present. but Leyba was not present at the
time of Shannon's announcement.
Later, during the same shift, Deputy Kent was standing in the doorway to the
sergeant's office speaking with Shannon, his immediate supeNisor. Shannon was
seated at the desk. Kent was seeking guidance for an issue he had with an inmate
when Leyba entered, stood in front of Kent, and sarcastically told Shannon "thanks for
letting us know the Director is coming up." (Kent testimony). Shannon replied "I thought
I'd let everyone know." Leyba turned to leave and, on her way out. said "fucker" loud
enough for both Kent and Shannon to hear. (Kent testimony; Shannon testimony; see
also Leyba testimony).
As soon as Leyba left, Shannon asked Kent "did she say what I thought she said?"
Not wanting to become involved. Kent demurred "I don't know," but when Shannon
insisted, Kent acknowledged "yeah. I heard," and repeated Leyba's parting shot. (Kent
testimony). "That's what I thought. That's what I heard too." said Shannon. (Kent
testimony; Shannon testimony). Shannon ordered Kent to write a report about the
incident which he did shortly afterward. the same day. (Exhibit 2).
Shannon told Kent to have Leyba return. Shannon asked Leyba what she said
when she was leaving. Leyba answered "I don't know. What did I say?" When
Shannon replied "it sounded like you called me a fucker." Leyba replied "I don't think
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so." (Exhibit 4-5). Leyba approached Shannon twice later in the day to deny that she
made the remark. (Exhibit 4-6) .
The same day, Shannon drafted a written reprimand against Leyba for the remark,
and submitted it to the command staff for approval. The draft was never approved
and was never issued.
On August 7, 2012, Leyba was informed about the pending written reprimand, and
was also informed she was to be transferred. (Elwell testimony). The following day,
August 8, 2012, Leyba filed a formal complaint against Shannon and her transfer was
cancelled. More than one year later. on October 31, 2013, the Agency determined
Leyba's sexual harassment allegations against Shannon were not sustained, and reopened the investigation into Leyba's alleged ~fucker" remark from the previous year.
One year later, on August 7. 2013, Major Gary Anderson ordered Leyba to be
transferred out of Court SeNices. That order was rescinded and Leyba was not
transferred as ordered by Anderson. (Leyba testimony; Anderson testimony).
In October 2014, which was some two years after the incident, the Agency issued
its findings that Leyba directed the comment "fucker" toward her supeNisor, and
began the disciplinary process resulting in this appeal. Leyba was transferred from Court
SeNices to the Downtown Detention Center where she remains. assigned to the inmate
mental health population.
A pre-disciplinary meeting was held on September 24, 2014. Leyba attended with
legal counsel.
On October l 0, 2014, the Agency sent its notice of discipline to Leyba. This
appeal followed timely on October 23. 2015.
IV. ANALYSIS

A. Jurisdiction and Review
Jurisdiction is proper under CSR § 19-1 OA. l .b., as a direct appeal of a suspension.
I am tasked with conducting a de nova review, meaning to consider all the evidence
as though the Agency had taken no action. Turner v. Rossmiller, 532 P.2d 751 (Colo.
App. 1975).

8. Burden and Standard of Proof
This case contains mixed burdens of proof. The Agency retains the burden of
persuasion to prove the Appellant violated one or more cited sections of the Career
SeNice Rules, and to prove its decision to suspend the Appellant for l Odays complied
with CSR 16-20. The Appellant retains the burden of persuasion to prove the Agency
engaged in unlawful retaliation. The standard by which the moving party must prove its
claims is by a preponderance of the evidence.
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C, Introduction to Analysis.
The determination of rule violations pivots on two letters: "er. If it is more llkely than
not that Leyba followed her sarcastic comment to her supervisor - "thanks for letting us
know the Director is coming up with the word "fucker," the circumstances of the case,
and common sense, dictate she intended a derogatory reference to her supervisor In
violation of several Agency and Career Service rules. and did not intend a simple
expression of frustration If she said "fuck.ff Thus, the analysis begins with whether Leyba
uttered "fucker" to her supervisor. after which the rule violations at issue become
straight-forward.
H

H

Elwell determined Leyba violated this rule because she called a co-worker who Is
also her supervisor a "fucker." (Exhibit 4-7; Elwell testimony). Leyba argued In the
alternative that: she did not remember using that word; she may have said "fuck," but
not "fucker;" and if she did say "fucker," it was not directed at her supervisor.
In terms of credibility, Leyba had an evident interest In avoiding discipline. and. at
least according to Leyba, Shannon attempted to discipline her In retaliation for her
reporting his sexual harassment. The most reliable evidence in determining whether
Leyba said the word "fucker," and to whom she said it, was Deputy Kent's testimony.
Kent's credibility was not challenged, and he was certain Leyba said "fucker," and not
"fuck." (Kent testimony; Exhibit 2). That leaves the question whether she directed her
comment toward Shannon. The following evidence Is determinative.
Only three people were present when Leyba said "fucker:" Shannon, Kent and
Leyba. Leyba did not claim she was talking to herself; Kent had been silent during the
immediately-preceding exchange between Shannon and Leyba; so there was no
reason for Leyba to direct her comment at him. In addition. Kent had no axe to grind
with Leyba. Finally, Leyba had just sarcastically thanked Shannon for failing to let her
know that VIP's were in the area. and she followed that sarcastic thanks, with "fucker."
Simple logic, as well as those circumstances, dictate that Shannon was the object of
Leyba's invective.3
Moreover, Leyba's recollection changed significantly in the space of minutes and,
at times, even within seconds. When asked if she recalled saying "fucker," to Sgt.
Shannon, Leyba replied oddly "I don't recall making that statement at HIM. (emphasis
in the testimony). Then, In her next sentence. Leyba said she did not recall using that
word; but in response to the next question. Leyba offered she "may have" said
something other than "fucker" after telling Shannon "thanks for letting us know the
Director is coming up." Later, when asked what happened. Leyba said that. on her
way out the door, she "said something under my breath," but didn't recall what it was.
(Leyba cross-exam). When pressed. Leyba acknowledged "It may have been 'fucker'
but it wasn't directed at him or toward him (Shannon). (Leyba testimony).
H

1

That Leyha's question was sarcastic is readily inft!rahle hecause she 1hanked Shannon for lcning her know VIPs were present
when. if fact. he had not told her.
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In addition. only minutes after the Incident. when Shannon asked Leyba what she
said. Leyba answered "what do you think I said." which suggests evasiveness. When
pressed In her IA interview about the word. Leyba Insisted If she said "fucker" It hod no
meaning whatsoever, and would not hove been directed toward anyone. (Exhibit 6B}.
She rejected the suggestion that adding "er" to "fuckH changes the meaning from a
generalized exclamation to a specific person. (/dj. Both notions lack credibility because
the words have commonly-understood meanings. and there was no evidence the
words took on a specialized meaning among deputles.4
Even allowing for a lapse In memory after the passage of significant time. Leyba's
constantly- evolving answers. for the most part. did not deny that she said "fucker" but
she denied the word was directed at Shannon. (Leyba testimony; Exhibit 6B). I find she
directed her comment at Shannon based on the fottowlng evidence.
1. Leybo's claim during her January 16 2014 with I.A Sgt. Koch-that she hod no
recollection of the incident (Exhibit 6 recording of Leyba IA Interview) - is not credible.
It defies logic that a person with normal emotional response. perception. and memory
would have no recollection whatsoever of being accused of calling one's supervisor a
"fucker" when that accusation was followed shortly by notice of a disciplinary action.
two subsequent discussions with the supervisor about that same event. and was
followed by Leyba's own harassment complaint based on the very same attempted
disciplinary action. all of which preceded her IA interview. At the same time, Leyba
incongruously recalled she met with Major Anderson "the next day" although she had
no recollection of the preceding Incident.
2. Since Leyba had just sarcastically thanked Shannon. 5 it follows logically that her
parting shot was also directed at Shannon.
3. Kent remembered clearly that Leyba said "fucker" and not "fuck" which Leyba
claimed to have said at one point.
4. Kent recalled Shannon immediately asked him "did she say what I thought she
said?" followed by "that's what I heard too."
5. When Kent told Shannon he heard Leyba say "fucker," Kent wrote a statement
very shortly after the incident when it would have been a fresh memory. In contrast.
Leyba did not make a written statement at the time, and her recollection. even shortly
after the incident was vague and continued to evolve.
6. Shannon ordered Kent to recall Leyba to his office almost immediately after
Leyba said "fucker." yet. less than 20 seconds later. Leyba avowed she did not
remember what she said. (Exhibit 7). I find the memory lapse Inherently unreliable.
Kent testified on cross-examination that it was possible Leyba did not direct the
comment at Shannon. However, under the circumstances. and given Kent's evident
• Contrast. e.g. "what arc you wc:1ring'!" which was a telephone greeting exchanged hctwcen a certain group of deputies. In re
Gutierre~.. CSA 65-1 1 (8/28/12), afjimwd 1111 other .~ro1111d.~ In re Gutierrez. CSB 65-11 A (517/2013).

Se,• n.J.
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and continuing reluctance to "name names," it remains apparent Leyba said "fuckerH
and directed It at her supervisor. Sgt. Shannon. Moreover. when Leyba offered that she
may have said "fucker" but did not direct it toward Shannon. she offered no alternative
as to whom she Intended It.
D. Career Service Rule Vlolations
1. CSR 16-60 A. Neglect of duty.

In its notice of dlsclpllne. the Agency claimed Leyba violated this rule when she
referred to her supervisor as "fucker" In his presence. thus folllng to treat him with
respect. (Exhibit 4-6. 4-7). That duty is addressed by a different rule. below. While. in
some general sense. a violation of every Career Service Rule self-duplicates as a
neglect of the duty to comply with that rule. proof for neglect of duty requires more
than evidentlary mitosis.
A vlolation under CSR 16-60 A requires an agency to establish (1) a reasonable
duty was communicated to the employee and (2) the employee failed to perform that
duty. In re Gordon. CSA 10-14 (11/25/14). citing In re Gutierrez. CSA 65-11. 5 (8/28/12),
citing In re Mouniim, CSA 87-07. 4 (7 /10/08). The Agency advocated that Leyba's
conduct which vlolated other Career Service and Agency rules - failing to treat
Shannon with the respect due to him as a fellow deputy7 - was the same basis for a
violation under this rule. (Exhibit 4-7). Elwell testified essentially to the same basis for
finding a violatlon under this rule - that Leyba neglected her duty to treat another
deputy with respect. (Elwell testimony). Since no separate duty was established. then.
for reasons stated Immediately above. no violation is established under CSR 16-60 A
2. CSR 16-60 L. Failure to observe written departmental or agency regulations,
policies or rules, as It pertains to the following Denver Sheriff's Department rules:

200.15.1 - Respect for Deputies and Employees. Deputy sheriffs and employees
shall treat other members of the Department with the respect due to them as fellow
deputies and employees.
ElweU found Leyba violated this rule when she called Shannon a "fucker" while on
duty, showing a lack of respect and professionalism toward a fellow deputy. Leyba
claimed, alternatively, that she did not say that word or. If she did, it was under her
breath and not directed toward Shannon. The same evidence which established a
violation of 200.15.3, Immediately below. also establishes a violation under this rule.
Calling a co-worker deputy sheriff a "fucker" violates this rule. The difference between
the violations lies in the difference in the object of the derision, in one Instance being
any co-worker. and the other referring to a superior.
200. 15.3 - Insubordination. Deputy Sheriffs and employees shall recognize and
accept the authority of superior officers and persons in supervisorlal positions. and shall

' 1l1is language essen1iully qunles Agency rule 200.15.1. Respcc:t fur Dcputics. which is inc:orpornled into CSR 16-60 L.
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refrain from uttering any disrespectful. mutinous, insolent, or abusive language toward a
supervisor or command officer.
The findings above established that Leyba uttered "fucker" to her supervisor. Sgt.
Shannon. The comment was inherently disrespectful and insolent. The Agency
therefore established this violation.
Shannon also claimed his authority was "crippled" by Leyba's remark. (Exhibit 4-6).
That claim remained unproven at hearing.
3. CSR 16-60 0. Failure to maintain satisfactory relationships with co-workers,
other City employees, or the public.

The same evidence that established Leyba's violation of CSR 16-60 L. via Agency
rule 200.15.3.. Insubordination, also establishes a violation of this rule. An unwelcomed
reference to a co-worker as a "fucker" is a violation of this rule.
E. Leyba's Retaliation Claim.
A retaliation claim is established when on emp loyee engages in a protected
activity, and the agency response would dissuade a reasonable person in the
employee's position from eng aging in or supporting the same protected act. In re
Gallo. CSA 63-09, 3 (8/27/ 10); citing Burlington Northern & Santa Fe Ry. v. White. 126
S.Ct. 2405 (U.S. 2006) (See also Argo v. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kansas. 452 F. 3d
1193, 1202 (10th Cir. 2006)).
Leyba claimed her suspension In this case was retaliation for her report of
Shannon's alleged sexual harassment, specifically her refusal to date him. Leyba was
asked "what were the things that happened to you that were allegedly the result of his
(Shannon's) retaliatory conduct?" She answered "I believe that he was either going to
transfer me and/or get me in trouble."8 (Leyba testimony). She explained "get me in
trouble" to include disciplinary actions. Leyba presented the following evidence In
support of her claim.

Leyba testified Shannon asked her out repeatedly In 2011 even after she declined.
Specifically, Leyba alleged that sometime in 2011, Shannon showed up, uninvited,
when she was having dinner with a friend after work. (Leyba cross-exam). Someone,
whose number she did not recognize, sent her a text asking to meet her at a bar. The
sender did not identify himself. Guessing that the text was from someone else, Leyba
provided her location. She said it was awkward and uncomfortable when Shannon
arrived. She was upset that Shannon appeared because she never provided her
personal phone number to him, and she did not know how he obtained it.
Shannon replied that Leyba invited him to join her and her friend. and he had her
cell phone number because she had provided it to him on at least two occasions
" Sc•,• note 2 .
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which he specified during his testimony. One version of the incident Is not more
credlble than the other. Consequently, this basis for Leyba's retallatlon clalm remains
unproven.9
The same year, Leyba reported the alleged sexual harassment to Captain Kafati In
a meeting that included her representative, Deputy James GIimore and Shannon,
followlng which Kafatl took no further action. Leyba repeated her sexual harassment
claim in 2012 to Major Than. (Leyba cross-exam). Than immediately ordered an
investigation which concluded with a finding that the allegatlon was not sustained.
Leyba at times, also claimed she feared Shannon would attempt to transfer her
from Court Services In retallatlon for her report of his sexual harassment. In response to
being questioned why she feared being transferred, Leyba replled in circular fashion
only that she feared being transferred. (Leyba response to Hearing Officer question
during cross-exam). Even if Leyba's fear was legitlmate, her failure to cite any action,
threat, or reasonably Inferable action by Shannon falls to establish a retaliatory intent.
Even if. as alleged by Leyba, her Court Services assignment was a more deslrable
assignment than the DOC where she was transferred, Leyba did not establish that
Shannon threatened to transfer her to such less-desirable assignment. Her recollection
that Shannon told her changes were going to be made, without more, also falls to
establish a threat of retallatlon.
Leyba also claimed Shannon gave preferential treatment to female subordinates
who flirted with him. resulting in a "difficult situation" in her working relationship with him
because she rejected his invitations. (Leyba cross-exam). She did not specify anyone in
particular, and no witness testified In favor of Leyba's clalm. No other evidence tended
to support Leyba's allegation.
When Leyba reported to Kafati that Shannon made repeated and unwelcomed
requests to meet after work, her complaint should have triggered an investigation,
regardless of Kafati's belief that It was a simple misunderstanding that could be
resolved by a handshake. 10 (Kafati testimony). However. the Agency's failure to
investigate does not establish a retaliation claim.
' In the workplace. any co-worker's persislent and unwelcome asking :mother co-worker to date. is a form of sexual harassment.
When a supervisor engages in such unwelcome conduct wi1h u subordinate, the effects can he all-the-more pernicious to the
1 ictim, the working relationship, and the workplace. Sexual har.issmen\ includes repealed ;1dvances "just to go out l'or drinks after
work.. arter the subordinate says she is not interested. It should he evident that inviting or accepting invitations tn meet one-on•
one outside work helwcen supervisor and suhordinute can hccomc diflicult even if well-intentioned. Welcomed conduct may
hecumc unwclcnmed and therefore illegally harassing when the suhordinale (I} docs not solicit or invite the conduct and (2}
regards the conduct as undesir.1hle or oflcnsive. While sexual allraction is a normal fact of employee interactions, the choice may
lead down a lhom-lined path in <liscerning hctwccn invited or unimited-hu1-welcome advances. and those whkh arc oflcnsive•
hut-loleratcd ur I hose which arc outright rcjecle<l. The <listinction is important hccausc even in, itcd or loler:.itcd con<luct is
unlawful when it is or hecomes unwelcome. S11e Meritor Sav. Hank v. Vinson. 477 U.S. 57, 68 ( 1986}.
111

lrrespcctivc of the validity of L.cyha's allegations against Shannon. once she asked Kafati for assistance to stop another
employee from his unwelcorm:d pcrsislence in continuing 10 ask her out. the Agency was ohligaled to umlerlake an investigalion.
"The agency or the OHR will conduct a timely investigation concerning any allegations of harassment. ..." CSR 15-104. If there
was previous amhiguity ahout the conditions requiring an investigation under CSR 15-104. this Decision makes clear 1hat an
investigalion is required under CSR 15-104 when a suhnnlin,ile alleges a supervisor continues lo ask him or her to meet after
work alicr the suhnnlinate <ledined and made clear the repeated invitation l'.as unwelcome.
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Leyba also alleged to IA that Shannon "shoulder checked" her after she reported
his misconduct toward her {Exhibit B@ 000141). At hearing. however, she presented no
evidence of any such occurrence and the evidence does not otherwise support such a
finding.
Next, Leyba clalmed Shannon's motivation for Initiating a written reprimand
against her after she said "fucker." was, in reality, a retallatory act for her reporting
Shannon's sexual harassment. Leyba was unaware whether Shannon influenced
Anderson's decision to Initiate her transfer. (Leyba testimony), and she was unaware
whether Shannon did anything to "get me In trouble." (Leyba testimony). Moreover,
Anderson presented unrebutted testimony that he viewed Leyba's transfer as granting
her own request to be transferred. He also testified, without rebuttal. that Shannon had
no Input Into the attempted transfer, and he was unaware, at the time he Initiated
Leyba's transfer, of any sexual harassment claim by Leyba. (Anderson testimony). In
short, Leyba's fear that Shannon would "try to get me in trouble" falls to establlsh a
rational basis to dissuade a reasonable employee from alleging sexual harassment.
Flnally. regardless of the propriety of Leyba's retaliation claims, the Agency
presented a valid. non-retaliatory reason to discipline Leyba. The Agency was justified
In assessing dlscipllne against Leyba for violation of Agency and Career Service rules
when she addressed her superior as "fucker." For these reasons, and those stated
above, to the extent Leyba claimed her attempted transfer was motivated by unlawful
retaliatlon, 11 she failed to meet her burden of proof.
This Decision makes no determination whether sexual harassment occurred. but in
view of the dearth of objective evidence. Leyba did not sustain her burden to prove
sexual harassment. and therefore failed to prove. by a preponderance of the
evidence. that her discipline was a retaliatory act.

V. DEGREE OF DISCIPLINE
The primary purpose of discipline under the Career Service Rules is to correct
inappropriate behavior or poor performance if possible. Appointing authorities are
directed by the Rules to consider the severity of the offense. the employee's past
record, and the penalty most likely to achieve compllance with the rules. CSR § 16-20.
Shannon Elwell is the Civilian Review Administrator for the Executive Director of
Safety. She was the final decision maker in this case. She received recommendations
from the Conduct Review Office. the Denver Sheriff. the Independent Monitor. and the
City Attorney's Office. She reviewed the entire investigative file. and attended the predisciplinary meeting on September 14. 2014. Finding the various rule violations shared
the same basis. she accorded each rule violation a separate suspension. but assessed
them concurrently.

1

Sec n. 4.
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A. Seriousness of the proven offenses

It Is noteworthy that both the object of Leyba's insubordinate remark - Sgt.
Shannon - as well as Major Anderson, after his review of the Incident. belleved a written
reprimand was adequate to address Leyba's misconduct and to encourage reform. In
contrast. Elwell found the Agency's disciplinary matrix compelled the assessment of a
ten-day suspension.
Under the Agency's disciplinary matrix, the most serious proven violatlon.
Insubordination, is a category D vlolatlon. (Exhibit 16-91). Under the matrix, since this
was Leyba's only category D violation in the past 7 years, the presumptive penalty Is 10
days, and the mitigated penalty Is 4-6 days. 12 The remaining, established vlolatlon was
In category B, with a mandatory enhancement requiring an Increase in presumptive
penalty to a 2-day suspension. 13
Mitigation, according to the matrix, includes. but Is not limited to, factors such as
the willingness to accept responsibility for wrongdoing, circumstances surrounding the
wrongdoing, culpable mental state, complimentary history including commendations, if
minimal. the minlmal nature and consequences of the wrongdoing, prior work history
Including positive evaluations, and mlnlmal or lack of prior discipline. (Exhibit 16-29, 1630). Mathematical application of mitigating factors against the seriousness of the
charges and circumstances is neither required nor desirable; however, on balance,
Leyba's extraordinarily positive work history, when compared with the relatively minor
vlolations contained In this case, should have caused a reasonable and prudent
administrator to apply mlnimal, rather than standard or enhanced penalties.
Elwell testified she considered potentially mitigating factors but found a mitigated
penalty was not appropriate "given the nature and circumstances of Deputy Leyba's
conduct In directing a disrespectful comment at a fellow deputy.H This conclusion
describes the reasons for which she found Leyba violated the rules she cited In the
notice of discipline, but failed to weigh the effect of Leyba's mitigating evidence in
determining the degree of discipline.
In addition. under the matrix. the decision-maker's consideration of mitigating
circumstances and their relative significance or insignificance must be documented. 14
(Exhibit 16-33 @ 22.5). That assessment did not occur. As stated previously, simply
stating ··1 considered mitigation" is Insufficient to establish a documented finding of the

" Since Elwell did not lind aggmvating factors. I do not address them here. The calculaiion of penally using the matrix begins
with the violation of insuhordination which is a category D viol.ition. IExhihit 16-911, Since this was Leyha's lirst category I)
\iolation in the past 7 years, a level 5 penalty applies. I/di. Referring to the matrix penalty table. the range of penalties for level 5
include: a 4-6 day suspension if mitigation attaches: or a 10-day suspension if there was no 111itigation or if the decision maker
weighed mitigating factors against the misconduct and any aggravating factors. ] Exhibits 16-87; 16-33 I,
1.l Using the same process as descrihcd in note 11. Lcyha's violation of Agency rule 200.15.1-lack of respect for co-workers- is a
category fl violation. !Exhibit 16-891, Since her last category 8 violation occurred within 4 years. the penalty range increased
from 2 to .1. llcl). will\ a penalty rnnge from u written reprimand or I-day suspension. if mitigated. to a presumptive 2-day
~uspension. [Exhibit 16-871. Elwell assessed both pcnaltio.:s 10 run concurrently with each other. as a single I0-day penalty.
" While tile same holds true for aggravating circumstances. it appears Elwell found no evidence of signilic,mt aggravation. thus
that part of the assessment docs not apply here.
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relative significance or Insignificance of mitigating circumstances. as Is required of a
reasonable and prudent administrator.
Elwell stated part of the seriousness of the violations stemmed from Leyba's
"stonewalling" failure to recollect and take ownership of her "fucker" statement. While
some of Leyba's dissembling was unjustified, the two-year delay between the event
and the Agency's assessment of discipline likely played a role In her failure to recollect.
Elwell found Leyba satisfied the aggravating circumstances specified under matrix
§ 19.9.10 (lack of candor), but she did not charge Leyba with dishonesty and, as stated.

Leyba's failure to recollect was at least partly Justified by the passage of two years.
It is also noteworthy that Leyba's Immediate supeNisor and object of her derision,
Sergeant Shannon, felt a written reprimand was the appropriate response. Major
Anderson, then a senior command staff member In Leyba's chain of command, also
believed a written reprimand was the appropriate penalty.
Shannon's allegation that his leadership was "crippled" by Leyba's accusation.
{Exhibit 7, Shannon testimony), was unsubstantiated, and Elwell appears not to have
considered It in her assessment of discipline against Leyba. Finally, while not
determinative by Itself, it is noteworthy that Elwell has never found a mitigated penalty is
Justified. (Elwell cross-exam).
8. Prior Record

This is the most Important factor in modifying the penalty In this case. Leyba' s work
history is replete with distinguished work reviews and commendations. From 2008-2013.
her ratings were: "exceptional", or "exceeds, " and. importantly, contained no prior
Insubordination. (Exhibit J). Leyba produced a record of glowing commendations by a
sergeant, two captains, a supeNisor with the Denver Public Defender's Office, a
coordinator with the Behavioral Health Courts. and a Denver County Court Judge, all of
whom had frequent interactions with Leyba. (Exhibits 0-1). Without specifying why, or
weighing the relative significance of those factors, Elwell acknowledged Leyba's record
contained mitigating factors, but declined to accord them any weight.
Leyba had one prior disciplinary action, a written reprimand in 2008 for erroneously
releasing an inmate, which was unrelated to charges In the present case. Given the
low level of discipline assessed in that case, that wrongdoing presumably had minimal
consequences. (Exhibit 1).
The Agency's disciplinary matrix goes beyond the dictates of CSR 16-20 In requiring
the reviewer to document her consideration of mitigating circumstances and their
relative significance or insignificance. (Exhibit 16-33@ 22.5). 15 Thus, Elwell's conclusory
statement that mitigation was "not sufficiently weighty," appears not to fulfill the matrix
requirement to document the "relative significance" of those mitigating factors.
15 Contrast CSR I6-20 which requires the re, iewcr only to "take into consideration" the employee's record. However. as swted
aho~e. the requirement 10 consider the employee·~ J).ISI record imputes a re4uircment to do more than pay lip service to it. To do
less would undermine the duty.
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Leyba 's record and letters of commendation from well-placed and knowledgeable
sources present a compelling case for mitigation. A disclpllnary decision which
acknowledges mitigating factors, yet fails meanlngfully to analyze why they do or do
not justify a reduction In penalty, constitutes a failure under the Career SeNice Rules to
consider the employee's past record, and risks becoming mere llp seNlce to the Rules.
Leyba's mlnlmal past disciplinary record, glowing, significant commendations, and
stellar work reviews present a compelling case for mitigation which a reasonable
administrator would accord substantial weight. Whlle insubordination Is Intolerable In a
paramilitary organization such as the Denver Sheriff's department, the totality of the
circumstances Indicate this Incident was relatively minor.
C. likelihood of Reform

Since Leyba did not acknowledge engaging In Insubordination, It remains
unknown to what degree she would likely reform that misconduct. However, there are
positive indications In that regard, including: Leyba has no subsequent d lsciplinary issues
since this event which is now three years ago; she has consistently maintained
otherwise excellent work reviews; and there have been no Issues between her and
Shannon since their separation of work assignments in 2012.
VI. ORDER

In view of the relatively minor nature of the underlying vlolation and the substantial
case for mitigation, the Agency's 10-day suspension of the Appellant's employment,
from October 13, 2014 through October 3, 2014, is MOD1F1ED to a four-day suspension. 16
DONE July 7, 2015.
Bruce A Plotkin
Hearing Officer
Career SeNice Board

16

The minimum mitigated penalty under the matrix in this ca,c. as detuilcd ahove. is four J ays. Tiiat penally docs 1101 conllict
with the dictates of CSR 16-20. Under those circu mst;rnces. the deferent standard of rcvic:w for an ,1gency·s <le1ermina1ion of the
degree of discipline compels acceptance of the four-d;1y minimum as Jctermined under the Agency's matrix.
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